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Chapter 1 : What is Technical Report (TR)? - Definition from Techopedia
Definition Technical reports describe the process, progress, or results of technical or scientific research. Include in-depth
experimental details, data, and results.

Tables and figures should be numbered consecutively throughout the text, and, in a thesis or long report,
separate lists of tables and figures are normally included at the beginning. Tables and figures should always
have descriptive captions, and if they come directly from sources then the sources must be properly credited in
the captions. Never present tables and figures without some useful interpretation of them in the text. Title It is
always necessary to have a highly concrete title consisting only of words that contribute directly to the report
subject. Be sure that the title contains no filler and includes few abbreviations or acronyms, yet also be certain
that it is complete. In a journal article, more people will read the abstract than any other part of the paper, so
its succinctness and accuracy are vital. The abstract is always self-contained, and is sometimes presented as a
separate page. The best abstracts do these things, usually in this order: In a thesis, an abstract should fit on one
page if possible. Passive voice and past tense verbs are usually appropriate for the purposes of summary,
although many journals now print abstracts in the present tense with active voice. What follows is a short
excerpt from the opening of an abstract. Note how the first sentence summarizes the nature of the
investigation, while the second identifies the rationale: This study determines the locus of rifting at the
southern end of the Eastern Branch of the East African Rift System within northern Tanzania. Here, the
Eastern Branch diverges into a km-wide area of block faulting, and consequently it is uncertain whether the
rifting extends seawards across the Tanzania continental shelf or directly southwards into central Tanzania. In
this study, the locus of rifting is investigated by. Introduction The introduction should offer immediate context
for the reader by establishing why the problem being studied is important and by describing the nature and
scope of the problem. You should describe your specific approach to the problem and establish how your
investigative work meshes with the needs of the field or with other work that has been done. The so called
"funnel system" of organizationâ€”moving from a broad approach to a gradually narrowed scopeâ€”is highly
recommended here. Present tense is also highly favored, especially as you present accepted scientific truths
and the objectives of the report. Most journals allow "we" or "our" to be used in the introduction, especially as
you outline your objectives or summarize the common goals of researchers. Here is an ideal opening sentence
from a report introduction. Note how it launches the reader directly into the science: To produce highly
reliable metal-ceramic joints, we must fully understand the joining mechanisms. Literature Review When
articles appear in journals, the most noteworthy literature will usually be reviewed only briefly in the
introduction or as it becomes relevant. In technical reports and theses for your classes, however, an entire
section of your paper may well be devoted to a literature review. Literature reviews range from exhaustive
searches to summaries of only the most germane articles, but the fundamental objective is always the same:
Writing a literature review requires you to establish relationships among findings from other researchers and
to condense many pages of published material into shorter segments. Therefore, your ability to assimilate
material and, in effect, tell your own story, becomes critical. Stylistically, literature reviews are often written
in the past tense, but many authors favor the present tense when the research being summarized was
completed recently. Passive voice may seem tempting to use, but active voice will serve you well here,
because you can smoothly place the names of authors into the subject slot of the sentence: As necessary, this
section includes a description of the relevant apparatus and materials used, and photographs and diagrams
could be used, sparingly, to help clarify the procedures. Stylistically, passive voice and past tense verbs are
essential in this section, but be sure that your sentences are written efficiently and contain simple subjects and
verbs when possible. The basic form of directly saying "what was done; why it was done that way" should be
used over and over in the "Experimental" section. Here is an ideal sentence from the "Experimental" section of
an engineering report: After the dispersion thickened it was poured into molds coated with Vaseline to prevent
sticking. Finally, subsections, perhaps numbered, are often used to aid in the organization of the material. Here
you straightforwardly present the results of your experiment, usually with minimal discussion. Naturally, the
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use of tables, graphs, and figures is especially enlightening here, as are explanations of how data were derived:
The conductivities of the top and bottom values for each measurement were averaged and the results are listed
in Table 3. Take care not to include your experimental methods hereâ€”that is the job of the previous section.
Discussion Often this section is combined with "Results" into one "Results and Discussion" section; this
allows you to interpret your results as you summarize them. Logical deductions must be made, errors of or
ambiguities in the data should be discussed, and even simple causal relationships must be confirmed. It is
important here not to rely on a table or figure to do the work for youâ€”you must outrightly and concisely
interpret. Beware of making sweeping generalizations or unfounded statements. Again, passive voice may
seem tempting here, but active voice can be highly valuable, especially as you make a logical assertion:
Obviously, the formation of the protective layer prevented rapid oxidation. As a rule, use past tense to
summarize your actual results; use present tense to present established facts or present your interpretations
"The helium sintering data show. Finally, consider referring back to the key literature of your introduction or
literature review in this section. Enlighten your readers and perhaps even elevate your work by discussing your
results in relation to the published results of others. Conclusions In "Discussion" you supplied your reasoning;
now you present the exact conclusions you have arrived at as they relate to your experimental objectives.
Conclusions may be listed and numbered, and it should be made clear how they contribute to the
understanding of the overall problem. In a sense, you are going back to the big picture provided by your
introduction now, incorporating your conclusions into that picture, even suggesting where more work is
needed. This section may be shortâ€”often about the same length as the abstract. The following is an excerpt
from the "Conclusions" section of a report: These results confirm the hypothesis posed in the Introduction:
Further work is needed in this area to determine. Acknowledgments If appropriate, briefly recognize any
individual or institution that contributed directly to the completion of the research through financial support,
technical assistance, or critique. In a thesis, this section may appear just before the introduction. References
List cited sources on a References page using the Authorâ€”Year or Number system see Chapter 5 of this
handbook. Appendices If necessary, use an "Appendices" section to present supplementary material that was
not included in the main body of the report because it would have detracted from the efficient or logical
presentation of the text, usually either by sheer bulk or level of relevance. A typical appendix would be a list
of organizations relevant to the material of the report, or a list of symbols used in the text, or the derivation of
an equation that was used in the text but could not be referenced because it did not originally appear in a
standard text. As with figures and tables, appendices should be numbered or lettered in sequence; i.
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Definition of TECHNICAL REPORT: Documents recording an adopted procedure with the results obtained from
technical and scientific The Law Dictionary Featuring Black's Law Dictionary Free Online Legal Dictionary 2nd Ed.

Since both situations are common, defining is an important skill. Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity
with respect to time. Resistance is any force that tends to oppose or retard motion. A carburetor is a mixing
chamber used in gasoline engines to produce an efficient. Classify the Term define a term, you first place the
term in a class. The group can be either broad or narrow. Here are five common methods for differentiating a
term: In the follqwing examples, notice that the classification is often deleted. Though they are less thorough
than formal definitions, operational definitions and synonyms are quite acceptable if they furnish the necessary
information. Synonyms A synonym is a word that means the same as another word. Notice that writers often
highlight the term that they will define. Explain Derivation To explain the dentation of a term is to explain it?
Use an Analogy An analogy points out a similarity between otherwise dissimilar things. Use a Visual Aid
Drawings and diagrams can effectively reinforce definitions. Analyze the Term To analyze is a divide a term
into its parts. Formal definitions consist of three parts: Extended definitions explain the term at some length.
Random sampling is simply choosing individual items from a larger group. Sample mean The sample mean is
the average of a given sample. We took in samples. Sample standard deviation Sample Std. Cumulative data
Cumulative data consist of three categories: Mean , and cumulative standard oeviation Cum. The cumulative
mean is the mean of the cumulative sample. Of course, the reverse is true, too: You face two types of risk with
bonds: Look for fees, study the track record, analyze the net return. Write definitions of four terms for an
uninformed reader. Immediately after you have used a method, identify it in brackets.
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Chapter 3 : What is TECHNICAL REPORT? definition of TECHNICAL REPORT (Black's Law Dictionary)
A technical report is a document written by a researcher detailing the results of a project and submitted to the sponsor of
that project. Many of Georgia Tech's reports are government sponsored and are on microfiche.

Label diagrams and graphs as follows; Figure 1. In this example, the second diagram in section 1 would be
referred to by " Any phrases, sentences or paragraphs which are copied unaltered must be enclosed in
quotation marks and referenced by a number. Material which is not reproduced unaltered should not be in
quotation marks but must still be referenced. It is not sufficient to list the sources of information at the end of
the report; you must indicate the sources of information individually within the report using the reference
numbering system. Information that is not referenced is assumed to be either common knowledge or your own
work or ideas; if it is not, then it is assumed to be plagiarised i. This is a serious offence. If the person copied
from is a fellow student, then this offence is known as collusion and is equally serious. Examination boards
can, and do, impose penalties for these offences ranging from loss of marks to disqualification from the award
of a degree This warning applies equally to information obtained from the Internet. It is very easy for markers
to identify words and images that have been copied directly from web sites. If you do this without
acknowledging the source of your information and putting the words in quotation marks then your report will
be sent to the Investigating Officer and you may be called before a disciplinary panel. Now you must add the
page numbers, contents and title pages and write the summary. It must be intelligible without the rest of the
report. Many people may read, and refer to, a report summary but only a few may read the full report, as often
happens in a professional organisation. Purpose - a short version of the report and a guide to the report. Length
- short, typically not more than words Content - provide information, not just a description of the report. You
should acquire the habit of never sending or submitting any piece of written work, from email to course work,
without at least one and preferably several processes of proofreading. In addition, it is not possible for you, as
the author of a long piece of writing, to proofread accurately yourself; you are too familiar with what you have
written and will not spot all the mistakes. When you have finished your report, and before you staple it, you
must check it very carefully yourself. You should then give it to someone else, e. You should record the name
of this person in your acknowledgements. This includes words, word order, style and layout. Word processing
and desktop publishing packages never make up for poor or inaccurate content They allow for the incremental
production of a long document in portions which are stored and combined later They can waste a lot of time
by slowing down writing and distracting the writer with the mechanics of text and graphics manipulation.
They can be used to make a document look stylish and professional. They make the process of proofreading
and revision extremely straightforward If the first draft is word processed, it can look so stylish that the writer
is fooled into thinking that it does not need proofreading and revision! Two useful tips; Do not bother with
style and formatting of a document until the penultimate or final draft. Do not try to get graphics finalised until
the text content is complete. A Handbook of Writing for Engineers 2nd ed. Macmillan van Emden J.
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A technical report is a document that describes the process, progress, or results of technical or scientific research or the
state of a technical or scientific research problem. It might also include recommendations and conclusions of the
research.

Technical writer Technical writing is performed by a technical writer or technical author and is the process of
writing and sharing information in a professional setting. They do not only convey information through text,
and must be proficient with computers as well. They use a wide range of programs to create and edit
illustrations , diagramming programs to create visual aids, and document processors to design, create, and
format documents. Writing thus became the fastest and most effective way to disseminate information, and
writers who could document these devices were desired. The events of World War I and World War II led to
advances in medicine, military hardware, computer technology, and aerospace technologies. Technical writing
was in high demand during this time, and became an official job title during World War II. Notably, in ,
Joseph D. Chapline authored the first computational technical document, an instruction manual for the BINAC
computer. Technical writing requires a writer to extensively examine their audience. Technical writers do not
have to be subject-matter experts SMEs themselves and generally collaborate with SMEs to complete tasks
that require more knowledge about a subject than they possess. A technical writer, after analyzing their
audience, knows what they are trying to communicate. The goal from there is to convey the message in an
accurate and ethical manner. Physical, environmental, or financial repercussions could result if a writer does
this incorrectly. Knowing the audience is important to accuracy because the language will be tailored
according to what they understand about the subject at hand. For example, instructions on how to correctly
and safely build a bookshelf are included when purchased. Those instructions are constructed so that anyone
could follow along, including accurate details as to where each fastener goes. If those instructions were
inaccurate, the bookshelf could be unstable and fail. Technical document design stresses proper usage of
document design choices like bullet points, font-size, and bold text. Almost anyone who works in a
professional setting produces technical documents of some variety. Some examples of technical writing
include: Instructions and procedures are documents that help either developers or end users operate or
configure a device or program. Most projects begin with a proposalâ€”a document that describes the purpose
of a project, the tasks that will be performed in the project, the methods used to complete the project, and
finally the cost of the project. For example, a technical writer may author a proposal that outlines how much it
will cost to install a new computer system, a marketing professional may write a proposal with the product
offerings and a teacher may write a proposal that outlines how a new biology class will be structured. Emails ,
letters, and memoranda are some of the most frequently written documents in a business. While letters are us
written to people outside of a company, memoranda memos are documents written to other employees within
the business. Descriptions are shorter explanations of procedures and processes that help readers understand
how something works. Technical reports are written to provide readers with information, instructions, and
analysis on tasks. For example, a technical writer might evaluate a building that is for sale and produce a trip
report that highlights his or her findings and whether or not he or she believes the building should be
purchased. Case study is a published report about a person, group, or situation that has been studied over time;
also: White papers are documents that are written for experts in a field and typically describe a solution to a
technological or business challenge or problem. The advent of hypertext has changed the way documents are
read, organized, and accessed. Technical writers of today are often responsible for authoring pages on
websites like "About Us" pages or product pages and are expected to be proficient in web development tools.
API guides are written for the developer community and are used to explain the application programming
interfaces. Tools[ edit ] The following tools are used by technical writers to author and present documents:
Desktop publishing tools or word processors. Word processors such as Scrivener, Microsoft Word , Apple
Pages , and LibreOffice Writer are used by technical writers to author, edit, design, and print documents.
When writing instructional procedures to describe mechanical, electrical or software programs; technical
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writers will use these tools to assist them in simplifying assembly, operation or installation processes. Often,
images and other visual elements can portray information better than paragraphs of texts. Because technical
writing often involves communication between multiple individuals who work for different companies, it can
be a collaborative affair. In order to portray statistical information like the number of visits to a restaurant or
the amount of money a university spends on its sporting programs, technical writers will use graphs and
flowcharts. In these instances, powerful graphing and diagramming tools like Microsoft Visio are used to
effectively organize and design graphs and diagrams. List of associations[ edit ].
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Chapter 5 : What does technical report mean?
Definition of technical report: Document that records the procedure adopted and results obtained from a scientific or
technical activity or investigation.

What Is Technical Writing? Definition and Observations Define technical report writing and its advantages
Take a lot of the healthy eating essay application. Once again Poe is quoted and discussed. This website has
best writers for every type of essays. A 4th grade biography is going to be much different from your middle
schoollevel biography or possibly a high school or collegelevel biography. Let s introduction and not the
standard form by demand media. Plus, website traffic example college essays are very easy to find, your
teacher will locate your source through s quick Search. Moreover, he presented me his old camera Nikon D70
with a kit lens, mm, semiprofessional, though very outstanding characteristics. Research paper cover, Cheap
research papers available! A few other important components of your essay that the lessons cover include
transition sentences and arguments. To funding submit universal separate which hall by. Define technical
report writing and its advantages Writing Is the Key to Communication. Communication consistently ranks
among the top five soft skills employers look for when choosing new hires. Technical writing is written
communication in fields with specialized vocabularies, such as engineering, health, science and technology,
according to About. The purpose of technical writing includes completing projects and persuading customers
among other possible internal practices. According At school, have students turn their summary in a paragraph
of words or fewer. Other Benefits of ITS In this case may reckon upon without having take care of secondary
or chronic conditions, caused by the acute attack. Definition and Observations Report type: Decide on the type
of report; for example, technical background report, feasibility report, instructions, or some other. Front cover
of a final report; Do a great job on your final report, and then put a copy of it in your fancy briefcase when you
go job-interviewing. Transitional Keywords List It is usually advisable to get a set of transition words for
essays along before writing the essays. Technical Writing, Department of English Assignment Overview This
assignment asks that you select a technical object and write a description of its looks, features, and functions.
In completing this assignment, you will learn how to define and describe a technical object to someone who
has little knowledge with it. In the academe, practice becomes beneficial on activities for example essay
writing. Report Definition and Types - ThoughtCo Clarify the imported technical concepts when writing to
non-specialists. What are the three forms of technical reports for specialist readers? The purpose and form of
the foreword and summary: If we thank the consumer for his or her business, only then do we are sending the
material that individuals appreciate and maintain their business. Qualities of a Good Technical Report Clarity,
Accuracy Technical writing is a specialized form of writing because of the technical nature of what it
describes: Practical applications and techniques to overcome communication barriers, writing and designing
training materials and technical manuals, business Proposals Bids and Government Reports will also be
covered. What Is the Function of Technical Writing? Referencecom A technical report also scientific report is
a document that describes the process, progress, or results of technical or scientific research or the state of a
technical or scientific research problem. It might also include recommendations and conclusions of the
research. Delivery is fluent and adds support towards the argument. Technical experts analyzed the data. The
films director hired a real police officer as a technical consultant. He is using the word in its technical sense.
The majority of your studying the sorts of essays is expected to have are derived from grade school and junior
senior high school. Technical communication is a newer term that describes a field that is growing to include
additional skills such as information design, user experience design and instructional design. John Biays and
Carol Wershoven believe you offer students constant reinforcement from the writing process. Inform your
answer with rhetorical theory and use specific texts and documents to support your views. Define prescriptive
and heuristic approaches in teaching technical communication and discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of each. Present an overview of gender issues in technical communication. Short Story Analysis Sample
Nonfiction short stories and essays are fashions for authors to give the readers a peek into in a situation or
event or some emotion. What is Technical Communication - wordesigncom Name three advantages that might
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exist because of being a member of a technical writing team. Name three problems that might arise when
working on a team that would not be encountered when working alone.
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Chapter 6 : Definition of technical report writing
DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL WRITING. Technical writing is difficult to define. Researchers in the field simply have not
agreed on a definition. To help Yolk(though, this section proposes an operational definition and then explains technical
writing's purposes and characteristics.

An Operational Definition of Technical Writing Technical uniting is the practical writing that people do as
part of their jobs. Technical writing also persuades. Another writer describes a problem. Characteristics of
Technical Writing Technical writing has four common characteristics Cunningham. Here is a description. It
was a blood clot. It was just a tumor. The operation had taken much longer than expected. Then infection, and
the fatal clot. Record arrest events and treatment on Critical Care Flow Sheet. Place the cardiac board under
patient when crash cart arrives. Use ambu bag and Elder valve to replace initial mouth-to-mouth ventilation.
Connect patient to monitor. Plug in defibrillator and turn on. Prepare stlction apparatus for use. Prepare
intubation equipment for use when qualified person arrives. Administer IV medications if the physician
orders. Administer NaHCO 1 amp every 5 minutes x 2. When the physician arrives, explain time elapsed and
patient condition. The following brief paragraphs use these devices. Interview a professional in your field of
interest. Is writing important to your promotion? What would be a major faulting a piece of writing in your
profession? What are the features of writing clarity, organization, spelling, etc. Write a one-page memo in
which you present your findings.
Chapter 7 : Technical Report | legal definition of Technical Report by calendrierdelascience.com
A technical report (also scientific report) is a document that describes the process, progress, or results of technical or
scientific research or the state of a technical or scientific research problem.

Chapter 8 : Technical writing - Wikipedia
In most technical writing situations, you ave to define terms. The need for definition increases when you communicate
with those at a distance from you in any bureaucratic hierarchy and when you write to people with limited knowledgeof
your topic.

Chapter 9 : Definition - Technical Reports - Research Guides at Georgia Tech Library
Definition of Technical Report Technical Report means the National Instrument compliant technical report with respect to
the Property, to be prepared by the Target and issued and delivered to the Purchaser, in form and substance
satisfactory to the Purchaser and its solicitors, prior to the Closing;.
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